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It is with bittersweet emotion that I celebrate
the announcement that we have reached
and exceeded our Operation Occupy goal for
the third month in a row. Sweet, because God
has been good, showing up and showing out!
Bitter, because our beloved Pastor Thornton
is no longer here to celebrate with us. He was
the catalyst of this movement, and it is
disappointing that he will not share in our
forward progress. I will not say that it is
bittersweet because Pastor Thornton did not
get to see the new church facility, because I
believe God placed a vision of our facility in
Pastor Thornton's heart.
Our cherished treasurer Darrell Sumpter said
it best, "This was not an easy task, but when
you mix divinity with the efforts of humanity,
you obtain victory...What a mighty God we
serve!"
Now that we have reached this goal, I pray
that we gear up and get ready for the work
that is to come. There are several discipleship
initiatives in the coming weeks, and I hope
you will avail yourselves of as many resources
and skills as possible. I believe Pastor
Thornton was intentional with the naming of
this endeavor because getting a new church
building is not the end of the work, but the

beginning. Luke 19:13 is very clear that the
Lord expects us to work until He returns. Let
us not forget our mission, "to make disciples
of all nations, baptizing them in the name of
the Father, the Son, and the Holy Ghost."
36 Seeing the people, He felt compassion for
them, because they were distressed and dispirited
like sheep without a shepherd. 37 Then He *said to
His disciples, “The harvest is plentiful, but the
workers are few. 38 Therefore beseech the Lord of
the harvest to send out workers into His harvest.”
Matthew 9:36-38

-Elder Alison Legall

IN LOVING MEMORY

Pastor George E. Thornton, Sr.
AUG. 10, 1951 - AUG. 28, 2022

Upcoming Events
September 10
Deacon & Deaconess Day
September 17
International Day
October 15
Pastor Anniversary

4 Caleb Baker
4 Laila Rose
6 Minnie McReynolds
7 Claudia Plowden

Celebration

10 Harrietta Cush

Oct. 29

11 Patricia Chona

Hallelujah Night
Oct. 31
52nd Church Anniversary
Questions? Email us at
GetSocial@Woodbridgesda.org

12 J'llavon J. Tinsley
13 Bruce Browne
17 Dorothy Bradshaw
17 Courtney Marchi
17 Donovan Stewart
18 Karen Sison
20 Winga Mwila

Reminder

Continue to pray for all
those on our sick and shutin list as well as for our
missing members.

21 Natalie Bolder
22 Ruth Stanley
23 Neema Musika
24 Benjamin Legall
27 Cameron Dinzey
27 Deon Fleming
27 Michael Walker
28 Justin Davis

Bible School/Bible Study
Coordinator Needed
Conduct the administrative affairs of
the Woodbridge SDA Bible School, e.g.
connecting those interested in bible
study lessons with bible study teachers,
keeping records, and keeping Elders
informed about bible school needs,
bibles, or other printed materials.
Please contact Elder Dennis Boone for
more details.

Volunteer Services Ministry
Do you have a passion for service?
Do you need volunteer hours to
graduate?

Please reach out to Amanda at

a.s.hagerman@gmail.com for more
information.

Pathfinder Camporee 2022

The Stages of Grief: What Do You Need to Know?
Read the full article here: https://www.healthline.com/health/stages-of-grief#5-stages

Church family, these words might be helpful
as we all navigate our grief...
Grief is universal. At some point, everyone
will have at least one encounter with grief. It
may be from the death of a loved one, the
loss of a job, the end of a relationship, or any
other change that alters life as you know it.
Grief is also very personal. It’s not very neat or
linear. It doesn’t follow any timelines or
schedules. You may cry, become angry,
withdraw, or feel empty. None of these
things are unusual or wrong.
Everyone grieves differently, but there are
some commonalities in the stages and the
order of feelings experienced during grief.
Stage 1: Denial
Grief is an overwhelming emotion. It’s not
unusual to respond to strong and often
sudden feelings by pretending the loss or
change isn’t happening. As you move out of
the denial stage, however, the emotions
you’ve been hiding will begin to rise. You’ll
be confronted with a lot of sorrow you’ve
denied. That is also part of the journey of
grief, but it can be difficult.
Stage 2: Anger
Where denial may be considered a coping
mechanism, anger is a masking effect. Anger
is hiding many of the emotions and pain that
you carry.
Stage 3: Bargaining
During grief, you may feel vulnerable and
helpless. In those moments of intense
emotions, it’s not uncommon to look for
ways to regain control or to want to feel like
you can affect the outcome of an event.

In the bargaining stage of grief, you may
find yourself creating a lot of “what if” and
“if only” statements.
Stage 4: Depression
Whereas anger and bargaining can feel
very active, depression may feel like a quiet
stage of grief.
In the early stages of loss, you may be
running from the emotions, trying to stay a
step ahead of them. By this point, however,
you may be able to embrace and work
through them in a more healthful manner.
You may also choose to isolate yourself
from others in order to fully cope with the
loss.
Depression may feel like the inevitable
landing point of any loss. However, if you
feel stuck here or can’t seem to move past
this stage of grief, you can talk with a
mental health expert. A therapist can help
you work through this period of coping.
Stage 5: Acceptance
Acceptance is not necessarily a happy or
uplifting stage of grief. It doesn’t mean
you’ve moved past the grief or loss. It does,
however, mean that you’ve accepted it and
have come to understand what it means in
your life now.
You may feel very different in this stage.
That’s entirely expected. You’ve had a major
change in your life, and that upends the
way you feel about many things.
Look to acceptance as a way to see that
there may be more good days than bad.
There may still be bad — and that’s OK.

Health Nugget

Nightly Rest
It is vain for you to rise up early, to sit up late, to eat the bread of
sorrows; for so He give His beloved sleep.
Everything in nature has a rest cycle. The span between sunset and sunrise provides ample
to include a regular schedule of 7-9 hours of rest each night. The fact that “Two hours of
good sleep before midnight is worth more than four hours after midnight…” is still true. We
can enjoy the benefits of restful sleep by following a few simple suggestions:
1.Have a regular time for bedtime and for rising.
2.Get adequate exercise each day, preferably outdoors.
3.Reduce fatigue and stress.
4.Avoid eating a heavy meal at night.
5.Provide a dark, quiet, clean sleeping area with good circulation of pure fresh air.
6. Resolve differences in your life, thus having a clear conscience.
7.Give your anxieties and worries to God and be assured of peace of mind.
Getting rest for the body should be a well-planned program. During sleep hours, the
immune system is revitalized, and the body is able to build up that which is broke down. It
will be easy to go to bed early, once the habit is established, and you begin to enjoy the way
you feel.
The old adage that “a change is as good as rest” is often true. Following creation, our Creator
gave us the Sabbath – a day of rest. This is to provide a special time to enjoy nature, and to
communicate with our family and with God. Overwork, worry, lack of exercise, a fatigued
mind, and overeating, are among the chief causes of lack of proper rest. Having a healthy
mental attitude and a definite purpose for what you are doing in life, brings a kind of rest
most needful today is that from the cares of this life, rather than from work alone.
“When you lie down, you will not be afraid; when you lie down, your sleep will be sweet.”
Proverbs 3:24 NIV
Excerpt from Ten Talents Cookbook

Family Life Presents:
7 TIPS FOR A TECHNOLOGY AND SOCIAL MEDIA
DETOX
Too much technology use can strain your marriage. Here's a thoughtful
way to begin a social media detox and build a healthier relationship.
Many studies show how technology can contribute
to high levels of stress, strain on relationships and
family, attention deficit disorder symptoms, certain
mental disorders, and even health problems,
possibly including cancer. As much as it may pain
you to consider, it could be time for a technology
and social media detox.
The more things you’re hooked into, the harder a
voluntary reduction in your use of technology will
be and the more anxiety it will produce. But if
conducted in a thoughtful manner, a detox can
help you release some of the negative buildup of
your technology use and give you the break you
need to make better choices going forward.
Here are some steps to help guide you through this
process.
1. Plan Your Progress
Technology is so much a part of our lives, you’ll
need to be intentional about what you’re going to
give up, for what reason, and for how long. This
isn’t something you can do haphazardly, or you’ll
just end up reverting back to old habits. The key
word is intentional. You want to go into this with
eyes wide open so you can monitor and respond to
your reactions to digital deprivation. Develop a
plan for your technology and social media detox,
then stick to it. This will help you weather the
squalls of anxiety that can threaten to overturn
your best intentions.
2. Start with a small break
You may consider a tech detox as a sort of digital
fast or cleanse and cringe at the concept, thinking
you’re going to have to do the cyber equivalent of
never having another piece of chocolate while
living on tofu and grapefruit. Relax.

Those kinds of diets don’t work with food, and I
doubt they’d work for technology either. Instead,
start with baby steps. For example, if you’re going to
go see a movie with your family or attend your
child’s soccer game, leave your cell phone in the car.
Give yourself permission to spend a few hours
concentrating on just one thing — enjoying the
movie or game with your family.
If you’re the kind of person who needs to review
email every fifteen minutes, give yourself
permission to check it less frequently, say, every
hour. Start small and allow yourself to experience
incremental victories.
3. Don't just reduce or remove - replace, too
When you decide to stop doing something you
enjoy, you create a void. Whatever you were doing
filled some sort of need, and ceasing that activity
will cause that need to resurface. If you don’t fill
that need with something else, it’s going to feel like
an enormous black hole. Instead, be proactive. As
you decide what you’re going to reduce, determine
something positive, healthy, and uplifting you’re
going to replace it with.
Suppose you decide you’re going to reduce your
amount of Facebook time during the week, from
daily to only every other day. On those nonFacebook days, you could arrange to meet in
person with a friend and go for a walk or meet for
coffee and an old-fashioned conversation. You
could walk the dog or window-shop with a family
member. You could finally tackle clearing out that
extra bedroom or painting the hall. If you’re filling
up the time with something good, doing without the
digital won’t seem so bad.

TECHNOLOGY AND SOCIAL MEDIA DETOX , cont'd.
4. Clarify your social media detox goals
Along those same lines, be specific about why you’re
doing the detox. Write down your goals, and then
reduce them to short, memorable phrases you can
repeat to yourself when the going gets tough and
you’re tempted to Google the latest gossip.

Clean out your
closets!!

5. Set clear rules, and stick to them
Decide beforehand what the parameters of your detox
are going to be. If you decide not to check work emails
from home in the evening, specify the hours you can
check them. The more specific the parameters, the less
room there will be for cheating.
And then, don’t cheat. Just because you made the rules
doesn’t mean you get to break them. This is also why
it’s important to start small. The fewer the rules, the
easier it will be to keep them. Then, as you rack up
victories, you can expand your goals. As you gain
successes, the first targets will begin to seem natural
and less restrictive.
6. Take advantage of what you've learned
The goal should not be merely to see how long you can
do something, knowing that you’re just going to dive
back in with renewed passion, enthusiasm, and a sigh
of relief. One goal of a tech detox should be to learn
that you can truly live without it, but that’s not the only
goal.
You should also strive to use the technology and social
media detox to learn more about yourself and how
you interact with technology in all aspects of your
being — what I call the whole person: emotionally,
relationally, physically, and spiritually.
7. Take the next step
Armed with the knowledge you’ve gained about
yourself and your technology use, establish new longterm boundaries. Knowledge is not enough to modify
behavior. You must apply what you’ve learned in order
to change patterns.
© 2022 Gregory Jantz All rights reserved. Originally
published on FocusOnTheFamily.com.

We have started a shoe fundraiser for
Operation Occupy. The goal is 100 bags of
shoes by 14 Nov. 2022. Each bag must have
25 pairs of shoes in it. Shoes can be new or
gently used. Sizes are from toddler and
above. Types of footwear can be dress shoes,
work shoes, boots, sandals, rain boots,
sneakers, shoes with cleats, and flip-flops.
The following are NOT acceptable. Shoes
with holes in soles, roller blades/skates, and
ice skates. The more shoes, the more money
for Operation Occupy! Just bring your shoes
to church on Sabbath. For those who live in
Prince William County and do not attend
services on Sabbath, but still wish to donate,
please contact Bro Warren at 571-201-5006.

